
Revitas Contract Manager offers full integration with DocuSign’s industry-leading eSignature solution, enabling companies to 

execute contracts and secure business even faster, accelerating revenue flow, while equipping the agile, mobile workforce with 

Digital Transaction Management® (DTM) capabilities.   

According to leading industry analyst Forrester, eSignature transactions topped 210 million in 2014, and the annual growth projection 

for enterprises and consumers to adopt eSignature software and services through 2017 is 53%1. This rapid growth in eSignature and 

Digital Transaction Management is fueling companies’ digital transformations, driving improved productivity and customer delight 

from investing in 100% digital processes. Digital Transactional Management is defined as a category of cloud services designed to 

digitally manage document-based transactions. DTM removes the friction inherent in transactions that involve people, documents, 

and data to create faster, easier, more convenient and secure processes2. 

Revitas Contract Manager is an end-to-end, enterprise-class Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) solution that enables 

organizations to achieve maximum value from contracts and to optimize contract lifecycle processes. Revitas is the only solution in 

today’s market to offer a comprehensive contract management solution that addresses all phases of a contracting lifecycle - from 

contract request, authorship, negotiation and 

approvals, signatures, milestone management 

and more. It provides a complete, closed 

loop solution for streamlining the contracting 

process from pre-signature to post-execution, 

resulting in significant time savings, reduced 

costs, and accelerated time to revenue.  

Together, Revitas and DocuSign offer the most 

powerful and robust solution for streamlining 

the processes for contract execution and 

workflow requirements of CLM. The integration 

alliance with DocuSign and Revitas further 

illustrates our commitment to excellence in delivering integrated solutions for contract lifecycle management, and in meeting the 

needs of enterprises moving towards fully digital operations. 

REVITAS CONTRACT MANAGER

Streamline Contract Approvals and Accelerate Revenue with  
Revitas and DocuSign.

®

 1 Source: Forrester Research, Craig Le Clair, “Brief: E-Signature Transactions Topped 210 Million in 2014”, May19, 2015
 2 Source: DocuSign: https://www.docusign.com/how-it-works/digital-transaction-management
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Accelerate revenue, optimize profitability, and ensure regulatory and financial compliance.  
On premise or in the cloud, only Revitas makes it possible.

www.revitasinc.com

Automate Approval Processes and Workflows

Supporting unlimited signers, Revitas Contract Manager can automate the approval processes of hierarchal authorization rules for 

streamlined contract signature approval routing and execution. With the solutions’s eSignature capability, numerous dependencies 

and workflows can be integrated into a single approval process and executed instantly. With enterprises executing upwards of 

thousands of contracts per year, and managing master services agreements containing multiple sets and levels of addendums, 

transactional volumes are escalating significantly and numerous contract approvers are required. This integration greatly reduces 

bottlenecks and wasted time from traditional pen and paper approval processes. 

Tailor Contract Execution to Business Needs

Every business operates differently and has unique business processes. Revitas Contract manager offers the capability to tailor 

contract management processes to meet the individualized needs of enterprises. Signatory blocks can be placed anywhere on the 

contract, and rules-based automated workflows can be designed for a variety of processes, addressing complexities of contract 

execution across multiple channels, departments, and geographies. eSignature capabilities can be implemented into tailored 

contracts and easily managed and set according to unique, hierarchal business rules and authorization structures. 

Scale to Meet Enterprise Volumes

Revitas Contract manager scales to meet the workload for enterprise-class volume requirements and accommodates the increasing 

contract volumes as business grows. Implementing eSignature capabilities at enterprise scale further supports our ability to 

maximize revenue and optimize the contract lifecycle processes, handling the highest volumes of documents without degradation in 

system performance.  

Achieve Global Contracting Excellence

With Revitas Contract Manager, organizations can achieve global contracting excellence by integrating eSignature capabilities 

with DocuSign’s supported Global Trusted Network into a single, global CLM system for enterprise-wide consistency, visibility and 

control. Individual business units can deploy site-specific workflows, content, security levels, and language and currency standards 

based on local business practices into a single system. eSignature approval workflows can be implemented and supported at the 

global level. 

Extend the Value of CRM and ERP Applications

Revitas Contract Manager extends the value of CRM and ERP applications with full integration capabilities into any environment, 

such as SAP, Oracle, and Salesforce.com. The capability to utilize eSignatures and electronic contract approval during contract 

authoring, tied into extended enterprise systems, results in a fully comprehensive CLM solution.   

Secure Business Faster

Secure deal approval workflow faster and accelerate revenue with digital eSignature capabilities. A signatory can sign a contract 

securely from any device, anywhere, and at anytime and expedite contract execution. DocuSign’s eSignature solution leads the 

industry in compliance and enforceability and warrants compliance with federal acts that establish the legality of eSignature.


